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ABSTRACT Ubiquitous navigation requires timely, uninterrupted and accurate estimate of receiver’s

position at all times, in all environments and for all modes of transportation and it is highly dependent on

satellite availability, geometry and accurate positioning estimation. However, the availability, continuity and

accuracy of a GNSS can be severely affected in a highly dynamic environment due to blockage, fading and

multipath. This results in positioning information inaccurate, unreliable and sometimes unavailable. This

paper presents a study on the potential vulnerabilities that can affect a multi-constellation multi-frequency

GNSS receiver in low to highly dynamic multipath environments such as clear line-of-sight, partially and

highly obstructed environments to characterize the distortions/anomalies which could significantly affect

the satellite signals and their impact on positioning and navigation. The multi-constellation multi-frequency

GNSS receiver configuration in this paper is set to GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BeiDou for the first time

at full capacity and performance comparison is made with the GPS based on satellite availability, blockage,

continuity, precision and accuracy parameters. These parameters are then used in this paper to detect and

characterize the type of environment for the multi-constellation GNSS receiver without using any external

aiding devices or sensors. Based on environment detection and characterization, a newAdaptive Environment

Navigation (AEN) based GNSS receiver design is proposed which can work in real time and has achieved an

overall availability and accuracy factor of 94% in highly dynamic multipath/NLOS environment along with

a reduction in the blockage coefficient, β, by almost 11% resulting in more accuracy and precision than the

standard multi-constellation GNSS receiver where the availability factor was found to be 57% only.

INDEX TERMS Adaptive tracking, GNSS, accuracy, precision, navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid urbanization in the developed/developing coun-

tries brought several challenges for the cities to cope with

issues related to administrative, infrastructure, logistics and

transportation. It is thus essential to make large cities more

sustainable and livable whilst ensuring safety, security and

health. In such a dynamic and demanding environment, accu-

rate and reliable positioning, navigation and timing (PNT)

services are essentially important to hundreds of civilians

and military applications such as railways, aviation, marine

navigation, road safety, policing, agriculture etc [1]–[5].

The global navigation satellite system (GNSS) can provide

accurate and reliable PNT services with accuracy of a few

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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centimeters in clear open-sky view by utilizing most up

to date precise point positioning (PPP) techniques [6], [7].

Current standardization activities in the positioning and

navigation community are paving the way for using

multi-constellation GNSS as a primary means of posi-

tioning and navigation. However, in highly dynamic envi-

ronments (e.g., tall building, trees, congested pathways),

the availability, continuity and accuracy of GNSS may be

affected due to signal blockage, fading/shadowing, multi-

path and interference [8]. In such environments, the satellite

signals are reflected, scattered, fluctuated and sometimes

completely blocked by roofs and walls of high-rise build-

ings, fly-over bridges and complex road scenarios, making

positioning information inaccurate, unreliable and largely

unavailable [9]–[12] leading to reduced navigation services

or no services.
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The GNSS consists of a space segment (satellites), a con-

trol and monitoring segment and a user segment (ground sta-

tion/receivers). The ground-based GNSS receiver processes

the received GNSS signals and estimates the travel time to

extract the satellite positions (xk , yk , zk ) from the navigation

message [13], [14]. Here, k represents the satellite number.

The satellite positions are then used to estimate the distance

between the receiver and k th satellite which is also known as

the pseudorange. The pseudoranges from different satellites

gives the final estimate of the user position (x, y, z) [15].

There exist several GNSS based positioning techniques for

improved accuracy such as standard GNSS, DGNSS, RTK,

SBAS, PPP etc. The comparison is shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Comparison of positioning accuracies provided by RTK, PPP,
SBAS, DGNSS and Standard GNSS methods.

The precise point positioning (PPP) is preferred over others

as it provides users with highly precise and accurate position-

ing by using dual-frequency pseudo-range and carrier phase

measurements together with additional ephemeris correction

stream such as precise satellite orbit and clock products to

equate or model certain errors [16], [17]. A comparison

between the standard positioning service and PPP is shown

in Fig. 2. In PPP, errors due to tropospheric delay, ionospheric

delay, clock biases, multipath (MP) and other measurement

noises need to be carefully handled and equalized.

FIGURE 2. Difference between the Standard Positioning and Precise Point
Positioning.

Most of the errors mentioned above are almost determin-

istic in nature and can be equalized by available mitigation

models [18]–[21]. However, dealing withMP/NLOS errors is

practically difficult in many situations because of its nature,

i.e., high dynamics and randomness. Several studies have

suggested detection, modelling and mitigation techniques for

multipath signals at various levels such as antenna, receiver

and measurement or position [22]–[28]. In [22] and [23],

some common techniques to mitigate multipath have been

discussed based on: (1) de-weighting of affected measure-

ments; (2) using dual-polarized antenna; (3) using the vec-

tor tracking loop; (4) navigation processor based techniques

which applies a consistency check to pseudorange mea-

surements. [24] has worked on reducing the exclusion of

de-weighted measurements, [25] has used sidereal filtering to

extract noisy carrier phase residuals whereas [26] has focused

on elevation angle andC/No to mitigate the multipath effects.

[27], [28] have used dual polarized antenna for multipath

mitigation and to improve the quality of positioning. These

techniques can reduce multipath errors to some extent, but

completely eliminating them in a wide range of environments

is still a challenging task for navigation receivers regardless

of the type of hardware/software used.

The average positioning error in case of PPP is less than

one meter in clear open-sky [6]. However, this level of accu-

racy cannot be achieved in obstructed environments even if

the receiver is equipped with additional error modelling [29],

because there are significant chances of navigation services

being interrupted or their performance reduced due to signal

blockage and MP/NLOS [7], [9], [30] leading to inaccurate

positioning solution.

Keeping in view the challenges faced by the satellite-based

navigation systems, this paper presents a comprehensive

study on the potential vulnerabilities that can affect the GNSS

performance in low and high dynamic multipath environment

such as clear open-sky view, partially degraded environment

having both LOS and NLOS signals and high multipath envi-

ronment having little or no LOS signal reception [31]. The

paper compares the availability, accuracy, precision, continu-

ity and quality of single constellation and multi-constellation

GNSS configurations. For multi-constellation case, satellites

of GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO and BeiDou are used for

positioning whereas for single constellation, GPS is used.

The comparison is then made through carefully selected field

experiments in low, medium and high multipath environ-

ments in order to highlight the effects of signal blockage and

multipath on single and multi-constellation GNSS receiver

performance. A series of field experiments has been carried

out with different working modes and different observation

conditions using four major characteristics of a GNSS that

has never been done before, i.e., Availability, Signal Char-

acteristics, Service Continuity and Accuracy. These charac-

teristics are studied in detail through blockage coefficient,

satellite availability, loss of signal lock and standard qual-

ity (accuracy and precision) measures for positioning and

navigation such as Distance Root Mean Square (DRMS),
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Circular Error Probable (CEP) and Dilution of Precision

(DOP). In order to improve the receiver performance in high

dynamic multipath environments, an adaptive environment

based navigation (AEN) algorithm is proposed which is then

used in a GNSS receiver for position improvement based

on environment detection and characterization. The proposed

AEN based GNSS receiver model does not need any extra

hardware or external aiding devices or sensors and updates

the tracking loop paramteres based on working environment

for increasing the satellite availability and accuracy and thus

the receiver performance.

The overall paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-

duces the performance evaluation methodology adopted for

single and multi-constellation systems. Sections III describes

the experimental setup used for performance evaluation study

whereas section IV discusses the experimental sites and

observation periods used for data collection. In sections V,

comparison between the single andmulti-constellationGNSS

receiver performance is presented. The last section, i.e.,

Section VI, talks about the proposed navigation receiver

design based on Adaptive Environment Navigation (AEN)

Algorithm.

II. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In order to understand the depth of problems faced by single

and multi-constellation GNSS receivers in position estima-

tion, an observation signal model must be evaluated first to

account for the sources of errors in a GNSS. As already

known, the GNSS signal received at the ground-based

receiver is weaker than the background noise and hence is

prone to several sources of noises and errors [32]–[35]. The

generic form of a pseudorange equation for position estima-

tion [36] can be expressed as

ρk =‖ Pk − Pr ‖2 +ǫks + ǫcb + ǫn + ǫke (1)

where,

• ρk is the pseudorange between the receiver and k th satel-

lite where k ∈ {1, . . . .,N } and, N is the total number of

visible satellites. It should be noted that (N ≥ 4) in case

of single constellation and changes when adding more

constellations in position estimation.

• ‖ Pk − Pr ‖2=
√

(xk − x)2 + (yk − y)2 + (zk − z)2 is

the true distance between k th satellite and receiver

• Pk = (xk , yk , zk ) is the known k th satellite position

• Pr = (x, y, z) is the receiver position to be estimated

• ǫks is the error associated with k th satellite due to space

effects (i.e ionospheric delay and troposheric delay)

• ǫcb = c(dt − dT k ) is the error due to clock bias. Here,

dt is the receiver clock bias and dT k is the satellite

clock bias. In case of using more than one constellation,

inter-system biases,Bτ , must be considered, e. g., in case

of using four constellations, three inter-system biases

between Galileo, GLONASS and BeiDou compared to

GPS (i.e., reference clock) are required.

• ǫke is the error factor associated with k th satellite due to

environment.

All the error sources mentioned above are almost constant

and can be equalized by available mitigation models. How-

ever, ǫke is the error factor associated with k th satellite due

to working environment that is random and unpredictable in

nature and has the most severe effects on GNSS position

estimation [37]. The error due to environment alone can be

can be modelled as

ǫke = ǫβ + ǫNLOS/MP + ǫG (2)

where ǫβ is the error due to reduced availability of satel-

lite, ǫNLOS/MP is error associated with NLOS reception or

multi-path and ǫG is the error due to poor geometry. After

considering these errors, the final equation of pseudorange

given by (1) can be rewritten as

ρk =‖ Pk − Pr ‖2 +ǫks + ǫcb + ǫn + ǫβ + ǫNLOS/MP + ǫG

(3)

The parameters used for evaluating the GNSS performance

are described below.

A. SATELLITE AVAILABILITY AND BLOCKAGE

CO-EFFICIENT (β)

An accurate GNSS positioning require timely estimate of

a user position at all times, in all environments and across

all modes of operation and it is highly dependent on the

availability and geometry of satellites [23], [38]. The satellite

availability can be defined as number of satellites locked by

a GNSS receiver at a particular location on a specific time

and is quantified by a blockage co-efficient (β). In this paper,

(β) is estimated by comparing the number of locked satellites

in a specific environment under observation to a clear-open

sky view environment. The observation environment can be

an indoor environment, place surrounded by buildings or

covered by trees having no direct access to the GNSS signals.

The blockage coefficient (β) can be found as

β = 1 −
VSavg − BSavg

VSavg
(4)

where, VSavg is the average no. of detected satellites in clear

open sky and BSavg is the average number of detected satel-

lites in observation environment in a given time interval.

We have taken average number because satellites in orbit are

in continuous motion, therefore, satellite availability is also a

function of time.

B. CONTINUITY AND SERVICE INTERRUPTION

Safety and security critical applications require accurate,

timely as well as uninterrupted estimate of PNT solution

which is only possible when an adequate number of satellites

are locked by a receiver in both the single constellation and

multi-constellation cases. Any less than that result in outages

[36], [39]. The continuity can be defined as the system’s

ability to operate without any interruption or failure. In this

paper, the continuity is quantified by loss of signal locked by a

receiver. The loss of lock depends on the signal intensity (SI )
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which can be severely affected by the NLOS reception, multi-

path and/or fading. In highly dynamic environments, the sig-

nal strength can fluctuate randomly as a result of multipath,

NLOS and fading making it problematic for a receiver to hold

lock onto a satellite.

SI =
10log10(Pmax) − 10log10(Pmin)

10log10(Pmax) + 10log10(Pmin)
(5)

where, Pmax and Pmin are maximum and minimum power

levels of received signal respectively. Whenever, SI is greater

than a certain level there are significant chances that a loss of

lock event is likely to occur. Therefore, SI can be used to find

out the number of times a particular satellite signal loses lock

which can then be used to find the continuity factor (δ) given

as

δ =
VStotal − VSloss

VStotal
(6)

where, VStotal is the total number of visible satellites and

VSloss represents the total number of satellites with loss of

lock events. Overall, the GNSS service will be interrupted

whenever VStotal−VSloss < N , where N is 4 in case

of single constellation and changes based on adding more

constellations in position estimation, such as, in this paper,

4 systems are used for multi-constellation study, so, N will

be 7.

C. PRECISION AND ACCURACY MEASURES

The efficiency of a GNSS receiver is evaluated by the preci-

sion and accuracy it provides. Accuracy refers to degree of

closeness to true position while precision refers to closeness

towards the mean or true position [40], [41]. Fig. 3 shows the

difference between the accuracy and precision considering

the center as the true or mean position.

FIGURE 3. Difference between accuracy and precision in a GNSS
Receiver [42].

For a stationary GNSS receiver, it is usually observed that

the reported positions are scattered over certain region and

this dispersion is due to themeasurement errors. The accuracy

and precision are the key parameters used to analyze the effi-

ciency of a receiver. In this paper, the precision and accuracy

measurements used are discussed below.

1) ACCURACY EVALUATION

To analyze and quantify the GNSS performance, a confi-

dence region is used to measure the accuracy. The confidence

region is the radius which describes the probability that the

expected outcome will be within that radius [42]. In this

paper, the accuracy is estimated using the following two

factors:

a: CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABLE (CEP)

CEP is the radius of a circle, centered on true/mean position,

whose boundary is expected to include 50% points of total

reported positions. For instance, if a CEP of 2meters is quoted

and 1000 values are estimated then 500 points /solutions will

lie within 2 m circle around true/mean position also known

as the confidence region. The CEP is found as

CEP = 0.62σx + 0.56σy (7)

where, σ represents the standard deviation of estimated coor-

dinates (x, y).

b: DISTANCE ROOT MEAN SQUARE (DRMS)

The DRMS is also a 2D accuracy evaluation measure com-

puted as the square root of averaged squared position errors.

In DRMS, it is expected that 65% of measured positions lie

within the confidence region circle found as

DRMS =
√

σ 2
x + σ 2

y (8)

where, σ 2 is the variance of estimated coordinates (x, y). The

confidence region radius is highly dependent upon position-

ing errors, as error increases the radius increaseswhich results

in reduced accuracy.

2) DILUTION OF PRECISION

The precision of the PNT solution reported by a GNSS

receiver can be affected greatly by satellite geometry. The

number as well as geometric positions of satellites in

orbit contributes to position uncertainty. This is normally

quantified by dilution of precision (DOP). The position

DOP (PDOP) refers to positioning error caused by the relative

position of the satellites and the geometry of satellites in

view [43]. The effect of satellite geometry on user position

based on PDOP is shown in Fig. 4. A good satellite geometry

means that satellites are spread apart as shown in Fig. 4(a)

giving more precise position centered around mean whereas

a bad satellite geometry is shown in Fig. 4(b) leading to

erroneous positions spread over a wider area around the mean

position. The PDOP can be estimated using (9). A PDOP

value of less than 1 means, a good satellite geometry and as

PDOP value start increasing, so does the error.

PDOP =
√

σ 2
x + σ 2

y + σ 2
z (9)
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FIGURE 4. Effect of satellite geometry on accuary of position estimation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The GNSS receiver used for logging the data is Septentrio

Polarx5S multi-constellation receiver connected to a choke

ring B3/E6 Antenna [44], [45]. The signals locked by the

Septentrio receiver for this experiment are GPS, GALILEO,

GLONASS and BEIDOU. The experimental setup is shown

in Fig. 5. The complete description of the GNSS signals are

listed in Table 1 along with the PRN numbers used by Septen-

trio Polarx5s receiver for identification. Sig1 and Sig2 are

used in this paper for performance evaluation study.

FIGURE 5. Experimental setup for logging the single constellation and
multi-constellation GNSS data at the observation sites.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SITES

The data collection sites is a key to understand the actual

problems faced by single and multi-constellation GNSS navi-

gation. Most of the field experiments for environment charac-

terization are performed in urban or semi-urban or open-sky

TABLE 1. GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO and BeiDou signals description and
numbers as identified in Septentrio multi-constellation GNSS receiver.

environments [46]–[48] where it is difficult to use some of

the parameters used above for environment characterization

without knowing the exact geometry of the satellites and

probability of blockage [49]. In order to precisely gauge

the depth of problems faced by a GNSS receiver, carefully

planned field experiments are conducted on candidate sites

having high degree of naturalism. The field experiments are

performed to investigate the effects of Blockage, multipath

and Loss of lock etc which could severely affect a GNSS

signal. For less chances of biased measurements, the field

experiments are conducted during the same time interval on

consecutive days.

Fig. 6(a) shows the observation sites used for the exper-

imentation. The selected site is a building, i.e., Department

of Electrical Engineering, Sukkur IBA University, Pakistan,

whose inside provide a perfect NLOS/MP signal reception as

it is hollow from inside. The building is a 5 story 100 feet

tall building. The selected experiments are performed using

the three scenarios: Fig. 6(b) is the clear open-sky view

where all the satellites have clear LOS having negligible

multipath without any blockage. The next site is shown

in Fig. 6(c) which is the partially obstructed environment

named as Half-Sky and some of the satellites are either

blocked or affected by multipath. The last scenario used

is the highly dynamic multipath environment named as the

Quarter-sky having significant blockage and multipath as

shown in 6(d). The experiments were performed in two

modes, i.e., multi-constellation multi-frequency (MCMF)

GNSS using GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO and BeiDou and

the single constellation mode using GPS only. The complete

list of the experiments performed using MCMF and SCMF

modes are listed in Table 2.

V. GNSS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this paper, clear open-sky view is taken as a best possible

reference scenario having direct LOS reception for almost

all the satellites above 10◦ elevation and is then compared

with the half-sky and quarter-sky environments. It should be

noted that the three cases chosen here may be considered

as the alternative application scenario’s to such as aviation

and marine navigation where there is direct LOS signal

reception (open-sky); on road navigation for automobiles

when only some of the satellites are blocked (half-sky) and;

the navigation in dense urban environments when mostly

there is no direct LOS signal available to the receiver
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FIGURE 6. (a) Experimental site for single and multi-constellation GNSS data collection. (b) Antenna at the rooftop for
clear open sky, (c) Partially degraded environment (Half sky), (d) Highly dynamic multipath environment (Quarter sky).

TABLE 2. Field sites, observation periods and GNSS System used for the experimentation and data collection.

(quarter-sky). In the next two sections, the constrained, lim-

itations, availability and performance of multi-constellation

and single constellation receiver configuration is discussed.

A. MCMF GNSS RECEIVER CONFIGURATION

The results of MCMF GNSS configuration in low to highly

dynamic multipath environment is shown in Fig. 7. The

performance is evaluated based on the satellite geometry,

availability, precision and accuracy. The observation period

of the experiment was 06:00 to 12:00 hours UTC performed

over consecutive multiple days as mentioned earlier. Fig. 7(a)

shows the geometric distribution of satellites represented by

the sky-plot which shows the actual locations of the satel-

lites in sky with respect to elevation angle. The +ve sign

in Fig. 7(a) represents the locked satellites whereas its color

represents the navigation system. The purple color shows the
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FIGURE 7. Multi-constellation GNSS Performance in open-sky, half-sky and quarter-sky: (a) Geometric
distribution of satellites in orbit; (b) Satellite availability; (c) Reported position using latitude, longitude and
height); (d) Precision in PDOP and σp; (e) Accuracy (CEP and DRMS).
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GPS satellites, green is assigned to BeiDou, blue represents

the Galileo and orange color shows the GLONASS satellites.

Fig. 7(b) shows the locked/visible vs blocked satellite status.

Fig. 7(c) shows the position using latitude, longitude and

height for 6 hours observation period. Fig. 7(d) shows the

position standard deviation and PDOP and Fig. 7(e) shows

the CEP and DRMS plotted on a northing easting plane.

In Fig. 7(a), in case of open sky, satellites are spread

over whole sky having a good satellite geometry. However,

in Half-Sky and Quarter-Sky cases, all of the satellites are

concentrated on one side or another due to blockage making

some of the satellites undetected even though they are present

in the radio-vicinity. The satellites geometry and accuracy are

inter-linked because the better the geometric distribution of

satellites will be the better will be the positioning accuracy.

The next metric used for the performance evaluation of the

multi-constellation GNSS is the satellite availability shown

in Fig. 7(b). The satellite availability is quantified by the

blockage factor β. In open-sky environment, blockage factor

is considered zero because there is no obstruction and maxi-

mum number of satellites were locked by the receiver during

the observation period (6:00 − 12:00) at any given time.

On average, 38 satellites were locked however, the number

vary between 32 and 43 and this is due to the movements of

satellites in orbit around the Earth and elevation angle. The

satellites availability is highly correlated with precision and

accuracy which shows the increase in positioning standard

deviation in Fig. 7(d) when the locked satellites dropped to

33 at around 09:00 and 11:50 hours. In case of partially

degraded environment (Half-sky), the average number of

locked satellites reduced from 38 to 24 and the blockage

factor increased by 36.84% leading to more errors in the

positioning solution. The same was the case with the highly

degraded environment (Quarter-Sky) having a blockage fac-

tor of 0.8684 in which the position was further degraded as

can be seen in Fig. 7(c). It should be noted that in quarter-sky

case, due to MP/ NLOS reception from the satellites, there

were less than 7 satellites locked at around 08:00 hours and

between 09:45 to 12:00 hours having no positioning solu-

tion available during this time as marked by outage regions

in Fig. 7(b).

Once the satellite geometry and availability is checked,

position is then estimated for the open-sky, half-sky and

quarter-sky cases as shown in the top, middle and bottom

graphs of Fig. 7(c) respectively. As expected, although the

receiver is a stationary one but the half-sky and quarter-sky

cases are showing a great deal of variations in the reported

positions as compared to the open sky case. The disper-

sion in reported positions, which are more scattered around

the mean in half-sky and quarter-sky cases in Fig. 7(c),

is due to reduced precision and accuracy which is shown

in Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 7(e) respectively. To estimate the error

in the reported positions, the standard deviation of the coor-

dinates x, y, z or (Latitude, Longitude, Height) is taken, i.e.,

σ =
√

σ 2
x +

√

σ 2
y +

√
σ 2
z

3
which is shown in Fig. 7(d) along

with the PDOP. The mean of σ is found to be around 1m

in case of open-sky case which increases up to 3.4 m and

35.2 m in case of half-sky and quarter-sky cases. The purpose

of showing the PDOP and σ on the same graph is to show

the effect of PDOP on positioning error. In case of open-

sky, the PDOP is mostly less than 1 having a little effect

on the positioning error. However, the PDOP has a severe

effect in half-sky and quarter-sky cases having average PDOP

values of around 2.3 and 9 respectively. So, apart from other

factors, the satellite geometry has a major influence on the

positioning error which cannot be neglected. The statistical

accuracy (CEP and DRMS) estimated in all three candidate

sites is shown in Fig. 7 (e). Whenever, there is a mention

of accuracy about a GNSS receiver then it means that it is

the CEP value and is sometimes also mentioned by DRMS.

In case of open-sky, the radiuses of CEP and DRMS circles

were found to be 0.8 m and 0.96 m respectively. Infact,

in open-sky case, almost 95% of the values were found to be

within 0.3m radius of the true/mean position. In case of half-

sky, the radiuses of CEP and DRMS increases to 3.2 m and

4.4 m respectively representing that the estimated position

has scattered over a larger area and there is a probability that

50% of the reported positions may have an error of more than

3.2 m although we found that more than 95% of the reported

positions were within the confidence regions of the CEP and

DRMS as marked by blue and red circles respectively. This

error further increased in the case of quarter-sky as shown

in Fig. 7(e) where the CEP and DRMS radiuses increased

to 14.7 m and 17.7 m respectively which are quite large and

may be a problem for the receiver to navigate correctly. The

overall results of multi-constellation configuration presented

in Fig. 7 for all the candidate sites are summarized in Table 3.

The table gives a summarized overview of how the GNSS

accuracy and precision can be affected from low to highly

obstructed environment.

TABLE 3. Summary of the MCMF GNSS receiver configuration in
Open-Sky, Half-sky and Quarter-sky.

In order to single out how the signal locked by the MCMF

GNSS receiver in quarter-sky actually looks like and how

the service is interrupted, signal intensity and lock status of

some of the satellites from GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and

BeiDou are shown in Fig. 8 having visibility time of almost

half an hour. A signal is likely to lose lock whenever the
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FIGURE 8. Signal intensity variations and lock time observed at Sig1 and Sig2 of the MCMF GNSS receiver in highly dynamic multipath Quarter
sky case.

signal intensity variations are greater than 0.3. The lock time

is shown for Sig1 and Sig2 used for positioning. It can be seen

in Fig. 8 that most of the satellites having greater variations of

signal intensity have lost lock to the receiver and gone for re-

acquisition. In Fig. 7, it is shown that the system has gone

to outage after 09:45 hours in the quarter-sky case due to

inadequate number of satellites available. This can be verified

from Fig. 8 in which there were less than 7 satellite signals

locked by the receiver during that time and in case they were

locked then loss of lock was frequently occurring such as in

the case of PRN:29, PRN:52 and PRN:54 due to which the

receiver was unable to provide any positioning service.

The above results of MCMF receiver configuration shows

that the positioning estimation using a combination of

multiple navigation systems still may not guarantee an accu-

rate and precise position in case of highly dynamic multi-

path/NLOS environments although, it may help in selecting

satellites with strong signal strength and good geometry from

a pool of available satellites which can be helpful in partially

obstructed cases or no obstruction. The point to be men-

tioned here is that highly dynamicmultipath environments are

mostly dense urban areas where standalone GNSS services

has always resulted in no service or reduced accuracy and

large errors if no aiding device is used in position estimation.

B. SINGLE CONSTELLATION GNSS RECEIVER

CONFIGURATION

This section explain the performance of a single constellation

GNSS (i.e., GPS) under the same constrained environments

as used for the multi-constellation configuration, i.e., open-

sky, half-sky and quarter-sky. Since, we are using GPS,

the maximum visible satellites at any time of the day were

found to be 11 with 9 averagely available to the receiver

over the observation period. The GPS results are shown

in Fig. 9 for satellite geometry, availability and Blockage,

reported position, precision and accuracy achieved for each

candidate site/scenario during the same observation time

(06:00 − 12:00) as used for the multi-constellation config-

uration above.

The major difference between the single constellation

and the multi-constellation configuration is the availabil-

ity of satellites. In open-sky case, the average number of

locked satellites reduced to 9 in Fig. 9(a) as compared to

the multi-constellation case where 38 satellites were locked.

Although, the position estimated in the open-sky case is accu-

rate to almost 1m but the precision was not as the reported

positions were moving away from the center of CEP and

DRMS regions in Fig. 9(e) compared to multi-constellation

were both CEP and DRMS were less than 1m (Fig. 7(e)).

The mean of the position standard deviation in open-sky

in Fig. 9(d) also increased to 1.42 m compared to 0.96 m in

multi-constellation case. These results show that the precision

and accuracy of single constellation systems is not as good

as the multi-constellation case and satellite availability and

geometry plays an important part in receiver’s performance.

When we moved on to half-sky and quarter-sky cases for the

single constellation case, it is observed that the performance

was highly compromised due to blockage, multipath and

NLOS signal reception. In half-sky case in Fig. 9(b), out the

of 6 hours, outages occurred for almost 3 hours and evenwhen

the receiver was giving positioning parameters there were

large errors in the reported positions as can be seen in Fig. 9(c)

in which the positioning values are scattered over a wider area

giving a mean standard deviation of 18.2 m (Fig. 9(d)) which

was only 3.4m in multi-constellation case. This resulted in

the increase in CEP and DRMS circle radiuses to 16.7 m and

22.2 m respectively indicating that the receiver may report a

positioning error of up to 17 m which was only 3.2 m in case
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FIGURE 9. GPS Performance in open-sky, half-sky and quarter-sky: (a) Geometric distribution of satellites in
orbit; (b) Satellite availability; (c) Reported position using latitude, longitude and height); (d) Precision in
PDOP and σp; (e) Accuracy (CEP and DRMS).
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of MCMF receiver configuration as shown in half-sky case

in Fig. 7(e). On the other hand, in quarter-sky case, we only

had 2 satellites locked by the receiver on average most of the

time having NLOS reception and due to this the receiver did

not give us any position in GPS case.

A table mentioning the summary of the positioning factors

along with the accuracy and precision parameters are given

in table 4. The table highlight the same factors which were

also given for the multi-constellation case. A comparison is

shown for the open-sky, half-sky and quarter-sky cases. This

table gives a brief overview of the performance evaluation

characteristics of a single constellation system. As obvious,

precision and accuracy of single constellation system is much

lower than the multi-constellation systems if we compare

the σp, PDOP, CEP and DRMS in open-sky, half-sky or

quarter-sky cases.

TABLE 4. Summary of the GPS receiver configuration in Open-Sky,
Half-sky and Quarter-sky.

VI. AN IMPROVED GNSS RECEIVER DESIGN BASED ON

ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENT NAVIGATION (AEN)

ALGORITHM

A satellite-based navigation system is expected to provide

positioning with acceptable level of accuracy at all times.

However, based on the detailed analysis of single and

multi-constellation GNSS configurations in this paper in low

to highly dynamic multipath environments, it is established

that GNSS performance (using one or more than one constel-

lation) can vary greatly with the type of working environment.

The combination of multiple navigation systems can improve

the availability and accuracy but it cannot guarantee ubiq-

uitous positioning and navigation, for instance, in our field

experiments, multi-constellation GNSS using a combination

of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Beidou resulted in outages

for 43% of the time in the quarter-sky case. Hence, there must

exist some reliable model by using which the performance of

GNSS at receiver level can be further improved. In this regard,

steps have been taken to significantly improve the availability

of satellite-based PNT services in urban areas by increasing

the number of satellites in orbit but this does not necessarily

equate to more precise positioning in highly degraded envi-

ronment (e. g., dense urban areas) due to significant impact

of signal blockage and multipath or NLOS signals reception.

Several techniques have also been proposed to minimize the

impact of MP/NLOS on positioning accuracy but most of

these techniques treat MP/NLOS signals as unwanted inter-

ference and reject or de-weight them at antenna or receiver

level [27], [50]–[53]. The exclusion of signals due to MP and

NLOS can improve the positioning accuracy to some extent

but it may lead to interruptions/outages in dense multipath

environments having limited satellites availability. Therefore,

it can be advantageous to incorporate these NLOS and/or

multipath signals to avoid outages at the receiver [54]. This

can be achieved by allowing wider bandwidth settings at

receiver level through adaptive navigation based on environ-

ment characterization rather than using additional sensors or

hardware’s.

AGNSS receiver uses a code and carrier tracking loop [55],

[56] to keep track of the detected satellites by obtaining the

exact code phase and carrier frequency of the incomingGNSS

signals respectively. Each of these loops is governed by the

noise bandwidth which allows the amount of noise entered

the tracking loop. Choosing a large noise bandwidth settings

implies that the tracking loop would be able to handle wider

dynamics and increased detection capability but with reduced

efficiency. On the other hand, selecting a small noise band-

width mean more accuracy due to less tracking error variance

but the main disadvantage of using a small noise bandwidth

is that, it is very sensitive to noise and a small increase may

lead to signal loss of lock and thus is not recommended

to use in dense multipath environments although most of

the commercially available receivers use compact and fixed

bandwidths to limit noise [55], [57], [58]. However, based

on environment characterization, optimum noise bandwidth

settings can be selected for a working environment which can

increase the availability and accuracy.

Several researchers have used signal characteristics

(i.e., No. of visible satellites, DOP and signal strength/CNR)

to propose algorithms for environment detection using

the machine learning techniques, fuzzy inference systems,

stochastic modelling and Hidden Markov model [46]–[48],

[59], [60]. In [46], Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used

to achieve recognition accuracy of 89.3% across differ-

ent environments using strength attenuation and strength

fluctuation, blockage coefficient and GDOP as detection

parameters. [47] has achieved overall environment detection

accuracy of 88.2% using a hiddenMarkovmodel and two fea-

tures i.e., satellite availability and signal strength. However,

the main thing common in all of the previous work is that they

are relying on signal strength or its variants, satellite avail-

ability and DOP to characterize the environment but, the sig-

nal strength many not properly contribute to environment

detection in case of multi-constellation, multi-frequency con-

figuration because: (1) multipath/NLOS reception can signif-

icantly affect the strength of signals but the severity of affect

vary in frequencies [26]; (2) in case of multi-constellation,

number of satellites will be more and monitoring huge num-

ber of satellites at signal level can result in huge processing

load; (3) signal strength can be affected by lots of things
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FIGURE 10. A complete workflow of the proposed AEN Method for GNSS position
improvement in highly dynamic multipath environments.

including the low efficiency receiver or antenna and is also

strongly associated with the elevation angle of the satellites.

Hence, signal strength or its variants may not be an appropri-

ate choice when using MCMF systems.

In this paper, a new Adaptive Environment based Naviga-

tion (AEN) algorithm is proposed for improved positioning

availability and accuracy based on environment detection

and characterization which is then tested using the MCMF

receiver configuration. The main difference between AEN

and previous models is that it does not uses signal strength

as key parameter for environment detection and, instead uses

availability and accuracy measures for environment detection

and characterization. A complete workflow of the proposed

AEN method is given below in Fig. 10. The factors used by

the AEN method are satellites availability, blockage factor,

continuity factor and PDOP. In Fig. 10, the AEN method

starts by acquiring and then tracking all visible satellites

in order to estimate the positioning and navigation param-

eters. It then calculates the blockage factor, continuity fac-

tor, PDOP and satellites visibility to check for CEP and

DRMS to characterize the working environment into three

distinct categories i.e., nominal/standard, partially degraded

and highly dynamic multipath environment based on the set

minimum performance level indicators Table 5 which can be

used by the receiver to decide, when to initiate the adaptive

tracking in case the working conditions have been changed.

Table 5 can be intrepreted as follows: (1) in standard/nominal

environment, the satellites number tracked have to be greater

than 30 but may vary based on how many systems are opted

for navigation. The blockage factor, β must be less than 0.1,

PDOP should be less than 1.5, σp < 3 m and CEP<2 m;

(2) partially degraded environment where 15 to 30 satellites

will be available that may or may not have direct LOS with

the receiver. In this case, the following conditions need to be

met for environment characterization, i.e., 0.1 < β < 0.5,

1 <PDOP< 3, 3m < σp < 5m and 2m <CEP< 5m;

(3) highly dynamic multipath environment in which less than

15 satellites are visible and only few will have direct LOS

with the receiver. In this case, the following conditions need

to be met for environment characterization, i.e., β > 0.5,

PDOP> 3, σp > 5m and CEP > 5m. These parameters

may change in case the satellites in the constellation increases

or if less than 4 systems are used for multi-constellation

configuration. The implementation of the proposed AEN

model given in Fig. 10 at receiver level is shown in Fig. 11.

After estimating the positioning and navigation paramteres,

the receiver starts working on the AENmoel for environment

characterization using Table 5. If the conditions does not

conform to present working environment then the receiver

will move towards re-characterization of environment. Once

the environment has been detected, the receiver tracking loop

settings are updated based on whether the detected envi-

ronment is standard/nominal, partially degraded or highly

dynamic multipath.
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FIGURE 11. An improved GNSS receiver design based on AEN Algorithm.

TABLE 5. Minimum Performance level indicators for Environment
Characterization using AEN.

In order to verify the working of the proposed AEN algo-

rithm, it is tested in the quarter-sky case using a combi-

nation of 4 constellations, i.e., GPS, GLONASS, Galileo

and Beidou. The open-sky and half-sky cases were not con-

sidered here as they were already giving good positioning

solution and only a small improvement is expected in case

the proposed model is applied on them using the MCMF

configuration. The receiver tracking loop settings used in the

quarter-sky case are given in Table 6. The last row in Table 6

shows the continuity factor achieved with and without using

the AEN model which is more elaborately discussed through

the field experiments. It should be noted that the modern

receivers already have the capabilities of up-dating the acqui-

sition and tracking loop parameters during runtime making

it more easier to implement the proposed model. Regard-

ing environment characterization and adaptive navigation,

post-processing is used but it may also be incorporated during

runtime directly into the receiver.

Results of the field experiments conducted in the highly

dynamic multipath quarter-sky environment are shown

in Fig. 12 which compares the positioning solution along

TABLE 6. AEN receiver model configuration for the highly dynamic
multipath environment (i.e., quarter-sky).

with the satellite availability, continuity and Geometry of

a multi-constellation GNSS receiver operating in standard

mode without using the AEN model and the receiver incor-

porating the proposed AEN model. Fig. 12(a) shows the

sky-view plot of the satellites. More satellites are locked after

applying the AEN receiver model. This is more clearly shown

in Fig. 12(b) through satellites locked versus the blocked

satellites and the blockage coefficient β. The average number

of satellites detected by standard GNSS receiver is 5 com-

pared to 9 in case of the AEN receiver model. The β using

AEN model fell by almost 11% showing increase in the

satellites detected by the receiver for positioning solution.

This shows that some of the satellites previously not tracked

by the GNSS receiver without using AENmodel just because

of some extra noise could have been used to increase the posi-

tioning and GNSS availability. The positioning parameters,
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FIGURE 12. Performance comparison of a GNSS receiver in a highly dynamic mulitpath quarter-sky environment with and without using the AEN
model. (a) Geometric distribution of satellites in orbit; (b) Satellite availability; (c) Reported position using latitude, longitude and height);
(d) Precision in PDOP and σp; (e) Accuracy (CEP and DRMS).

i.e., latitude, longitude and height of the reported positions

are shown in Fig. 12(c). The σ of the positioning along with

the PDOP is shown in Fig. 12(d). The mean of σ in AEN is

35.2 compared to standard receiver having 45.3 as the mean

of σ . Although, themean of σ in case of AEN receiver is more

than the standard receiver but the point to be noted here is

that the non-AEN receiver model have positioning available

only for about 3.5 hours out of 6 hours compared to AEN

model where positioning is available for more than 5 hours.

Further, the PDOP in case of AEN is mostly found to be

less than 6 whenever the positioning is available compared

to stadard receiver having PDOP of around 7 most of the

time. Although, PDOP values in some cases are higher when-

ever there is more signal blockage and satellites constrained

in a congested area. In terms of availability, the proposed

AEN method proves to be a better candidate for naviga-

tion in highly dynamic multipath environments. To check

the accuracy of the GNSS receiver with and without using

the proposed AEN model, the CEP and DRMS are shown

in Fig. 12(e) which can also be used for precision checking

as well. In the AEN case, the CEP and DRMS have radiuses

of 14.7 m and 17.7 m respectively which are reduced to

13.15 and 15.7 reducing the positioning error by almost 1.5 m

overall. Further, based on the definition of precision and

accuracy, it is observed that AEN approach tend to give more

accurate positioning due to being revolve around the true

position compared to standard receiver where the positioning

points are spread apart leading to less accuracy and precision.

So, after applying the proposed AEN model not only the

availability is increased but also the accuracy and precision

as well.

The satellite availability in terms of lock time of the satel-

lites at Sig1 and Sig2 of the AEN receiver model is shown

in Fig. 13 for some of the satellite from GPS, GLONASS,

GALILEO and BeiDou. The main thing to note here is

that some of the satellites that were not detected during

09:45 to 12:00 hours without using the AEN receiver due to

high multipath are now locked after using the AEN GNSS

receiver.We have shown only those satellites that were locked

by the receiver for more than half an hour rather than showing

all the satellite although a minimum of 7 satellites were

locked by the receiver at any given time when using AEN

receiver. However, some of the satellites were losing lock

very frequently due to multipath/NLOS and weak signal

power which led to using only those satellites used for posi-

tioning by the receiver having strong signal power.

Fig. 14 shows the reported positions and outages occurred

with and without using the AEN receiver model in a highly

dynamic multipath quarter-sky environment. The pie-chart

compares the percentage of availability (reported positions)

versus the outages occurred during the position estimation

period. Outages here means that less than 7 satellites were

locked by the receiver and it failed to estimate position due

to non-availability of PVT parameters. Reported position is

the position in terms of latitude, longitue and height. The

positions were recorded by the receiver for a continuous

period of 6 hours having total of 216,000 epochs. Epcohs are

the intervals at which the receiver logged the PVT parameters

for position estimation. Here, the receiver logged 10 epochs in

a second. Comparing the pie-charts of the AEN and non-AEN

receiver models, it can be seen that AEN receiver gives posi-

tion for 203,529 epochs out of 216,000 epochs and did not

report position for 12,471 epochs which is almost 20 minutes

of data. The one without using the AENmodel reported posi-

tions only for 122,498 epochs out of 214,786 epochs logged

by the receiver and outages occurred for 92,888 epochs which
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FIGURE 13. Signal intensity and lock time observed at Sig1 and Sig2 of the GNSS receiver employing AEN model.

FIGURE 14. Reported positions and outages occurred with and without
using the AEN receiver model in a highly dynamic mulitpath quarter-sky
environment.

is almost 156 mintues of data. This comparison shows that

the receiver without using the AEN model reported positions

only 57%of the timewhich is increased to 94%when estimat-

ing the positioning using the AEN receiver model. This shows

that the proposed AEN receiver model can be very effective

when working in highly dynamic multipath environments

tested using the MSMF configuration of 4 systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrated that the quality of satellite sig-

nals available for positioning and navigation can be largely

influenced by the environment in which a GNSS receiver is

operating which not only affects the accuracy but also the

precision in both the single and multi-constellation GNSS.

Carefully planned field experiments in low, medium and

highly dynamic multipath environments shows that the single

constellation systems are more vulnerable to the environ-

ment changes as compared to themulti-constellation systems.

Further, the precision and accuracy of multi-constellation

systems in high multipath environments is found to be much

better than the single constellation systems (i.e., GPS). It is

therefore established that the multi-constellation GNSS sys-

tems can be a good candidate for dense urban environments

having high multipath/NLOS signal reception. However,

multipath/NLOS and blockage is still found to be a big prob-

lem even for the multi-constellation GNSS systems due to

which availability, accuracy and precision and uninterrupted

navigation services still may not be possible by using a GNSS

receiver working in standard mode employing various multi-

path rejection techniques.

In order to overcome the availability, accuracy and preci-

sion problems for a multi-constellation GNSS, a new AEN

algorithm has been presented in this paper which works on

signal characteristicmodels to identify the environment based

on low multipath, medium multipath and high multipath

along with the blockage factor. The proposed AEN algo-

rithm is then incorporated in a GNSS receiver to update the

tracking loop parameters based on the minimum performance

level indicators for the deteced envrionment which resulted

in the increased satellites availability, accuracy and preci-

sion in highly dynaminc multipath environments. A stan-

dard multi-constellation GNSS receiver working in a highly

dynamic environment reported 43% outages which decreased

to only 6%when using the AEN based GNSS receiver model.

The blockage factor also decreased by almost 8%. Thus,

based on the findings and performance comparison under

different environments, it is concluded that the proposed
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AEN based GNSS receiver model is a good candidate for

improving the accruacy and availability of a GNSSwhich can

be incorporated in real time without putting any extra burden

on the receiver in terms of processing power or additional

hardware modifications.
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